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It’s making the best 
choices for my health and 
the health of our planet.

Eitan Prince

Choosing green food 
means being considerate 
to the environment, like I 
would be of my body. 

Selaelo Mannya

Green food means  
a healthier mindset, 
a healthier body and 
healthier impact on  
the world.

Melissa du Preez

Green food means making 
conscious, informed 
food choices that 
are sustainable, healthy 
and does minimal harm to 
our planet.    

Pavitray “Pavs” Pillay

CONTRIBUTORS

Meet the faces behind Down2Earth. We asked them, 
“what does choosing ‘green’ food mean to you?”

It means understanding 
the sacrifice – human, 
environmental and animal 
– that goes into what 
I eat and then making 
responsible and humane 
decisions based on this 
understanding.

Nomonde Mxhalisa

Conscience-free food: 
Choosing a diet that 
causes the least harm to 
the environment, knowing 
where my food comes 
from and supporting local 
and ethical. Plant-based 
foods for the win!

Kirtanya Lutchminarayan
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FOOD MATTERS
Let’s admit it – food will never go out of fashion! 

Food defines our health goals and well-being, characterises 
celebration and culture and, simply, brings us together. But 
how often do you think about the journey of your sushi before it 
reaches your plate? 

Everything comes from somewhere. 

There are risks and benefits associated with every decision 
we make. We usually base choices on what’s beneficial to us 
as individuals, but what if I told you that the food choices you 
make can also benefit our planet?  

We are smart enough to make massive, meaningful choices.  
With this in mind, this edition of Down2Earth explores tips on 
how to be part of the food solution, by reconnecting with your 
food, cutting waste and cutting costs, and knowing how much 
money you’re eating! 

You’ll also get to meet green diva Tribute Mboweni, get clued 
up on the latest taste trends and recipes while learning more 
about your seafood – by the way, there’s an app for that!

After all, I believe we are personally responsible for becoming 
more environmentally conscious than the society we grew up in. 

It’s time to re-condition, re-think and re-create a new normal!

Guest editor,
Kirtanya Lutchminarayan

mailto:down2earth@wwf.org.za
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YOUR VOICE

It’s time  
to think  

DIFFERENTLY

We are all a part of this 
massive global crisis – our 

landfills piling up, food waste filling 
our dustbin, good drinking water 
going down the drain and perfect 
South African sunshine going  
to waste!

We asked to see what you’ve been 
doing to cut waste and this is what 
you had to say.

Cheyeza Antoinette 
Mabuza
“I separate waste at home, then use some of it as 
manure for our cabbage farm and have plastic 
bottles to help with the watering.” 

Phephzist Rakhunwana 
“What you see are can tabs which I have collected 
and made them into something more. I used to 
work at KNP (Kruger National Park) where there 
was can recycling being done, I saw how much we 
consume canned drinks that I decided to look for 
something such as a tab bracelet which I then went 
further to trying tab necklaces. From all our daily 
junks am sure there’s more creative ways to reuse 
our junk!”

by 
Selaelo 
Mannya

1.

1.

Phephzist Rakhunwana 

“I separate waste at home, then use some of it as 
manure for our cabbage farm and have plastic 
bottles to help with the watering.” bottles to help with the watering.” 
manure for our cabbage farm and have plastic 
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Zandile Zintombi Verna
“We clear solid waste in wetlands with young future  
environmentalists.” 

Kay Webster
“I reduce my waste by reusing the washing machine water 
to irrigate my back yard farm.”

Succesz Thulani 
“This is how waste stops with me. It’s time that we take 
responsibility of our actions, we mess the environment 
ourselves, we clean it.” 

Scara Thabang Khoza
“Making sure that our townships remains clean at all times.” 

3.

We love hearing  
your voice!  
Keep sharing your  
stories with us on 
Facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram.

“Making sure that our townships remains clean at all times.” 

We love hearing 
your voice! ACT

“This is how waste stops with me. It’s time that we take “This is how waste stops with me. It’s time that we take 
responsibility of our actions, we mess the environment 
“This is how waste stops with me. It’s time that we take 

ourselves, we clean it.” 
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by Eitan Prince

MY STYLE

2018
TRENDY TASTES    
FOR

6 DOWN2EARTH
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Post your #foodtrends2018 to  
@WWFSouthAfrica

Root to leaf
Expect a rise in dishes that use up every part of the product.

Why? More foodies are turning on to our enormous food waste problem and cutting waste.
#DYK: In SA, 10 million tonnes of food is wasted every year. The energy wasted could power the City of 

Johannesburg for 16 weeks and the wasted embedded water could fill 600 000 Olympic swimming pools.

Rise of local
Consumers are demanding fresh, local products and restaurants are responding.

Why? It’s fresher and we’re growing and supporting our own.
#DYK: Imported foods are bad for the environment. Not to mention, South Africa grows its 

own high-quality produce.
 

Plant-based dining
More restaurants are o�ering a variety of vegetarian and vegan foods.

Why? Meat is expensive and has a high eco-impact.
#DYK: In the UK alone, the number of vegans has increased by 350% in 10 years.

 
The sober scene

Retailers are o�ering more booze-free alternatives.
Why? More people are looking to liquor-free beverages – protecting 

their health and pockets.
#DYK: If you prefer your beverage fermented, you can still make 

good choices. 
Use our Conservation Champions app:  

wwf.org.za/wineapp2018
TRENDY TASTES    
FOR

Food trucks, fast food joints, 
fine dining restaurants, mom’s 

cooking and even res food. Have we 
ever had so much choice for sourcing 
food to fill our bellies, tantalise our 
taste buds or both?

What can you look forward to being 
served in 2018? Keep your eyes (and 
taste buds) on these food trends to 
make sure you’re ahead of the curve.

ACT
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http://championwineguide.co.za/
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Our new t-shirts 
are going for just 

R285

Shop the latest and 
greatest from 
WWF!

wwf.org.za/shop

http://www.wwf.org.za/shop
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MY LIFE

Life gets busy and healthy eating can be 
di¦cult on a budget, but it doesn’t have 

to be. Let’s work around this, together.

Taking the 
bite out of a 
STUDENT BUDGET

You’ll need:
1 teaspoon of oil
2 large onions, chopped
3 carrots, chopped
2 sticks of celery, chopped
1 teaspoon of crushed garlic
Pinch of dried herbs
2 tablespoons tomato puree
500g lentils, rinsed and drained
1 tin tomatoes
1,5 litres of vegetable stock
1 tablespoon vinegar

Now put it together:
1.    Fry the onions, celery and carrots in the 

oil until soft (about 5 minutes)
2.    Add the herbs and crushed garlic and stir 

through the tomato puree and lentils
3.    Pour in the tinned tomatoes and stock 

and bring to the boil
4.    Reduce to a simmer for 20 to 25 minutes 

until the lentils are soft and the sauce is 
reduced

5.    Add vinegar and season with salt and 
pepper to taste

 
TIP
Use this lentil mixture as a mince substitute. Serve as a bolognaise sauce with 
pasta or use it as a filling for a cottage pie. It also makes a great topping for 
baked potatoes. Freeze what you don’t eat and keep for another meal. 

FEED A CROWD WITH THIS EASY RECIPE

10 DOWN2EARTH

by  
Melissa du Preez 

Budget-saving lentil bolognaise sauce (8 helpings)
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        Do
- Check supermarket adverts to compare prices

- Buy fresh fruit and veggies – it’s better for you and the environment
- Get to know regular prices so you can judge whether a “special” really is a deal

- Plan your meals and make a shopping list based on what you need
 
        Don’t

-  Impulse-buy just because something looks good
- Automatically select goods at eye level (this is where the most expensive goods 

are often are displayed)
- Buy two-for-the-price-of-one unless you know you’ll use the extra food

- Buy over-packaged food – you’re paying for all that extra plastic

 Eating do’s and don’ts
 
        Do

- Eat more beans, split peas and lentils instead of meat (you can also use 
them to stretch your meat recipe)

- Pack a lunchbox every day to avoid the temptation of fast foods
- Store your fresh food in a clearly visible place in the fridge so you don’t 

forget about it
- Learn to cook basic recipes like vegetable soups, pasta or an omelette

- Freeze or store leftovers for later use
- Use websites like Supercook to help you use up all your leftovers

        Don’t 
- Fall back on processed food just because you’re too busy to cook

- Eat fast food more than once a week if you can help it
- Leave the house without something to snack on because 

that’s when you’ll load up on junk food
- Fill up on sugary drinks that have no food value at all

 

Shopping do’s and don’t’s

ACT

Taking the 
bite out of a 
STUDENT BUDGET

We want YOUR healthy eating 
tips. Send them through  

to @WWFSouthAfrica 
#Down2Earth
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How do you make the most of your buck? 

Let us know!  
@WWFSouthAfrica. #Down2Earth

SAVE MONEY BY
CUTTING FOOD   
           WASTE
Wasting food is wasting money – 

YOUR money. Knowing how to 
properly read food labels will save a 
bunch on a student budget.
 
Do you know the differences between 
“best before”, “sell by” and “use by”?  
I didn’t.

CUTTING FOOD   
           WASTE

UTTING FOOD   
           WASTE

UTTING FOOD   
           WASTE

UTTING FOOD   
           WASTE

UTTING FOOD   
           WASTE

UTTING FOOD   
           WASTE

UTTING FOOD   
           WASTE

UTTING FOOD   
           WASTE
SAVE MONEY BY
C
SAVE MONEY BY

UTTING FOOD   
SAVE MONEY BY

UTTING FOOD   
SAVE MONEY BY

UTTING FOOD   
SAVE MONEY BY

UTTING FOOD   
SAVE MONEY BY

UTTING FOOD   
SAVE MONEY BY

UTTING FOOD   
SAVE MONEY BY

UTTING FOOD   
SAVE MONEY BYSAVE MONEY BY

by Melissa du Preez
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 In SA…
Our food isn’t legally required to have text to 

define date labels. This leaves interpretation up 
to you.

 

So what do those labels 
actually mean?

 
Best before: This tells you when the food is at  

its best – but it’s still safe to eat even if the date  
has passed.

Sell by: This is not a note for you but an 
instruction to the retailer or seller that the food should 

be taken o� the shelf.

Use by: This tells you when the food is going to start 
going o� – but trust your senses. Sni� it before you bin it. 

If it smells OK, it’s probably still good to eat.

Date of manufacture: This tells you when it  
was made.    

       
However, the rules above don’t apply to these:
  Alcohol
  Chewing gum
  Unpeeled and uncut fruit and vegetables
  Processed meat

  Honey
  Pies, cakes, etc
  Sugars

  Unprocessed and unpacked fish, meat and poultry
  Vinegar

TOP TIPS TO STRETCH YOUR RAND

°  No-name brands are often cheaper but remember to always 

compare prices

°  Use carrot tops and the outer leaves of vegetables like 

cabbage for stocks and soups

°  Become a microwave ninja to save on electricity costs

°  For recipe ideas go to Supercook.com which generates recipes 

based on what you have left in your fridge

http://www.supercook.com
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We never think about how much water a 
meat-based diet takes.

It won’t break the bank to buy that burger meal but 
when you consider the illustration below, you’ll 
realise you’re paying the earth for a bite.

That yummy burger we chow on the go uses 
roughly 1 500 litres of water to make – that’s  
from farm to table. 

So just how much meat do  
you eat each day? #Down2Earth

THE NUMBERS STORY

The whopping 
TRUTH OF  
THAT BURGER 

© SHUTTERSTOCK
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The whopping 
TRUTH OF  
THAT BURGER 

Slice of tomato 

4.3 litres

Tomato sauce 

4.2 litres

Burger patty 

1 209 litres

Bun 

93 litres

Lettuce 

1.6 litres

Let’s break  
it down:
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INTERVIEW
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Let love lead...

THE HUNGER DRIVING 
SA’S GREEN

by Kirtanya 
Lutchminarayan

– Tribute “Birdie” Mboweni 

She’s a soulful, quietly 
intelligent activist and 

musician, but there’s 
more than just melodies 
from this songbird.

17DOWN2EARTH

DIVA
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You’ll know Tribute “Birdie” Mboweni from the eclectic jazz 
circuit. She’s the green diva with a heart full of song and 
spirit of determination. A determination that drives her to 
change the world.

Upon connecting, I instantly resonated with her values 
and her community initiative, Projekt23 that rekindles 
the connection between people and nature.

Kirtanya: Tell us about Projekt23:
Birdie: Projekt23 is an environmental awareness project that 

I started as a way of celebrating my graduation in ecotourism 
management. It was hard to make people understand why one 

should care about nature, so the project addresses practical 
ways through which people can partake in taking care of 

our environment. These include environmental education 
in schools and communities and planting trees. We are now 

running the Treevestment Campaign in order to get people 
involved. This is where people can sponsor trees, which we 

then plant at schools.

KL: How does your ‘green’ work address 
issues around food insecurity?

Birdie: Projekt23 works toward making tree-planting 
a culture for children and communities, to unlock and 

awaken communities to the power of planting fruit trees 
and indigenous trees in their own backyards, schools and 

community organisations.

KL: What ignited your passion  
for connecting children to the  

natural world?
Birdie: I have been fortunate to be involved in 

environmental education activities as a kid starting from 
primary school, such as my first arbour day activity in 

grade 6 when my environmental studies teacher asked me 

G
AV
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O
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If I were to tell my grandma that I teach people to plant 
she would be surprised, because planting was a norm 
and a way of life for them.”
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to give a speech and plant a tree. Then in grade 7, 
I was involved in a national programme on 
environmental education at the Golden Gate Highlands 
National Park. In grade 10, I spent a week in nature with 
field rangers in the Kruger National Park, as part of the 
Imbewu Youth Programme, where they taught us about 
nature. This is where I learned about the importance of 
teaching children about nature while they are still young, 
so when I finished my diploma, I decided to do the same 
through Projekt 23; connect children to nature, as this is 
where we should start.

KL: How would you explain your work to 
your grandparents?
Birdie: I would say that I’m a lecturer by day and 
an artist by night. If I were to tell my grandma that I 
teach people to plant she would be surprised, because 
planting was a norm and a way of life for them. My 
grandma from my dad’s side was always big on planting 
everything, from nuts to potatoes and mealies – any, and 
everything.

KL: What links the soul of your music 
and spirit of your activism?
Birdie: My work in both careers seeks to educate in 
one way or another, and it aims to inspire people to do 
something about something.

KL: What role does your music and 
environmental work play in shaping  
SA’s future?
Birdie: Music has always had the power to entertain and 
inform, so using music to address environmental issues 
will help come up with solutions for our environmental 
challenges, and most importantly, help us get people 
involved.

KL: Who are your environmental 
heroes?
Birdie: I admire Wangari Maathai from the Green 
Belt Movement in Kenya. She was strong-willed, 
phenomenal and passionate - unshakable, really. I was 
in Kenya recently and it’s such an amazing place of 
passionate people.

KL: How would you motivate South Africans 
to be part of the change we need?
Birdie: It’s important to connect with youth through mediums 
that they interact with the most: Technology and art. I would 
make them see how the world’s problems a�ect them, then 
show them that they can do something about that.

KL: What’s the biggest piece of advice 
you’d like to share with the world?
Birdie: The biggest lesson I’ve learnt is that, no matter how 
big or small you think you are in the world, we all have a role to 
play. Nature is a perfect example. In nature, a bee is small and 
an elephant is so big, yet they both have important roles to play. 
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PHOTO ESSAY

FINE DINING 
with good food

Using an innovative “tra¦c light” 
system where we list fish as Green 

(Best Choice), Orange (Think Twice) 
or Red (Don’t Buy), seafood lovers are 

guided on the best choices to make – in 
short, we make good food look good 

and most importantly it’s good for our 
planet, too!

 
We’ve highlighted some of our favourite 

Green-listed dishes from WWF-SASSI 
Trailblazer chefs that are good for  

nature and you.

Our sustainable seafood work under WWF-SASSI 

is a feather in the cap of what commitment from 

people like you can achieve.

Black mussel, saffron and fennel soup. 

Mussels can be used as an alternative to any 

shellfish such as West Coast rock lobster (Red).

Chef Peter-Go�e Wood/Kitchen Cowboys
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Using an innovative “tra¦c light” 
system where we list fish as Green 

(Best Choice), Orange (Think Twice) 
or Red (Don’t Buy), seafood lovers are 

guided on the best choices to make – in 
short, we make good food look good 

and most importantly it’s good for our 
planet, too!

 
We’ve highlighted some of our favourite 

Green-listed dishes from WWF-SASSI 
Trailblazer chefs that are good for  

nature and you.

Grilled black bream, lime and 

spring onion mash.

Black bream can be used 

as an alternative to santer 

(orange), panga (orange),  

red roman (orange), and 

white stumpnose (red).

Chef Bjorn Guido

Linefish nicoise.

Green-listed alternatives are 

black bream/yellowfin tuna 

(SA pole and line caught) and 

carpenter (SA line caught).

Chef Brad Ball
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Polenta crusted hake, 

broccoli, roasted 

pepper and olive salad.

Hake can be used  

as an alternative to 

santer (orange) or 

gurnard (orange).

Chef Peter Go�e-Wood/
Kitchen Cowboys

Trout fishcakes.

Trout can be used as an alternative 

to Norwegian salmon (orange).

Chef Jackie Cameron
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Find these recipes and more: wwfsassi.co.za/recipes ACT

Thai-style mussels.

Mussels can be used as an alternative 

to any shellfish such as West Coast rock 

lobster (Red).

Chef Brad Ball

Tempura anchovy.

Chef David Higgs

Trout spring roll with sweet 

chili sauce.

Trout can be used as an 

alternative to Norwegian 

salmon (orange).

Chef Jackie Cameron
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http://wwfsassi.co.za/sustainable-seafood-recipes/


RECONNECTING  
TO YOUR FOOD 

WITH ROUND ROTIS
M

y grandmother was a formidable woman, a force of nature.  

She had lived through the great influenza epidemic, both  

World Wars and the Apartheid years. She was also a phenomenal 

chef who fearlessly fed the treason trialists in 1957 on meagre donations. 

Nelson Mandela called her, Mrs Thayanayagee Pillay, one of the brightest 

culinary stars he knew.

MY STORY

by Pavitray “Pavs” Pillay

24 DOWN2EARTH24 DOWN2EARTH
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Living through a time of great scarcity, she valued everything and 
wasted nothing.

Unlike my grandmother, when I open my fridge, I am ashamed and embarrassed to see 
how much fuzzy, furry Movember food stares back at me. 

Our relationship with food has changed with time. From my grandmother’s ability to 
use everything, to the 10 million tonnes of food wasted every year in SA. This is equal 

to six filled-to-capacity FNB Johannesburg stadiums of food each year.

Something else that “grates my carrot” is our need for perfect looking food. 
Tonnes of fruit and veg with the slightest blemish are trashed before it even 
leaves the farm. 

Learning to roll rotis was my first experience of this. Rolling a round roti 
requires practice and patience and I was terrible at it. Mine were always 
misshapen. One day, I sneakily used a round bowl to cut them into perfect 

circles, discarding the o� cuts of dough. I sat back, awaiting my praise. What 
I got instead was a look of absolute disappointment that crushed my soul. 
My gran found my hidden discards, rolled a perfectly square roti, cooked 
it and made me eat the square and round roti.  She then asked “is there a 
di�erence?” Absolutely not, so why then, “perfect” food? 

Of the amount of food we waste, 44% are fruit and vegetables so now I 
dare you to take your power back, buy that carrot that looks like Donald 
Trump but struts like Ivanka. The shitake mushrooms really hit the 
fan when we think of all the energy, water, soil and human power that 

goes into producing food. It is estimated that the energy lost due to 
food wasted in a year, can power Johannesburg for four months!  
Sjoe, so where to now? We need to acknowledge that we have a 
food waste problem, that we are part of it. Become aware, know 

what the date labels on food mean! 

More importantly, trust your senses. You and I were designed, 
built to sni� out what is bad for you, look, smell, lick and taste 
a little before chucking it. We need to change our relationship 

with and attitude to food, back to valuing everything and 
wasting nothing.  

I call upon you to think honestly, with no judgement 
about your own part in the food waste crisis, don’t 
vocalise it, only visualise it then utilise all the food in 
your fridge.

Viva the square rotis, long live leftovers!
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My personal commitment 
to lower my water use is to 
shower less often, and to 
reuse water where 
ever I can – from 
catching shower 
water in buckets 

and using it to mop 
my floor and flush 

my toilet!

Share Nomonde’s story using  
@WWFSouthAfrica #Down2Earth

A person  
is a person 
through others 
Calvin Makgaila is a 
project graduate who lives 
the values of “motho ke motho 
ka batho babang” (a person is a 
person through others).  

Since his graduation, he has initiated a food garden at a primary 
school on the University of Johannesburg’s Soweto campus, 
established a food garden for his neighbours and taken over the 
rehabilitation and care of the Sibahle Community Garden. 

“Poverty is not just about waiting for the government to help 
us and save us but about ensuring that we are contributing to 
creating our own salvation,” he says. 

The project began in 2016 with a small group in the Mopani 
district in Limpopo. With these skills, trainees are able to 
address a number of the environmental and social challenges 
their communities face. 

“I want to be a leader in replenishing and growing soil and 
reminding people that our actions are not about us today but 
will have an impact on all of those who come after we have 
gone,” he remarks.

With passion like Calvin’s, our country can transition to a more 
food secure path, e�ectively feeding the nation.

by Nomonde Mxhalisa

My earliest memory of hunger is not my own 
but of my mother. I have my own, often 
complicated, relationship with food but I 

am, undeniably, a sweet summer child, born to plenty 
and warmth. My mother was not.  

My mother’s family lived in a dusty little town called Klipgat, in 
the now North West Province. It was there, as a little girl, that 
she experienced the hungriest time of her life. She told me about 
how her father had lost his job and her mother could not find 
work in the homes of any of the white families nearby. The police 
had also recently raided the homesteads in their township and 
had uprooted and burnt fruit trees, destroyed vegetable gardens, 
seized and slaughtered chickens and goats, and killed as many of 
the neighbourhood dogs as they could find.  

And so her family starved. She told me that she remembered 
standing on their back stoep in the blazing heat and feeling so 
hungry that she got to her knees and tried to eat the gravel and 
sand in their backyard.  

A recent Oxfam study revealed that more than half of our 
population are food insecure and at risk of going hungry.  
Our small-scale farmers have a big role to play.

Taking it to the people 
In 2016, the 17 Shaft Leadership and Agro-ecology Centre 
Project began with a group of carefully selected individuals in 
the Mopani district in Limpopo. The project trains our most 
vulnerable and food insecure communities to become self-
su¦cient, agro-ecological farmers and leaders able to tackle 
hunger in their homes and among their people.

OPINION

How to feed
OUR NATION
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IS YOUR MEAL PART OF THE PROBLEM OR THE SOLUTION?
What you put on your plate has an impact on our oceans. So choose 
wisely when you’re buying seafood. Download the WWF-SASSI app, 
type in the name of the fish you want to order. You will know instantly 
the what, where and how of your seafood and its sustainability status! 
You have a choice. Make it green.
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http://wwfsassi.co.za/sassi-app/


SPORT 
FOR NATURE

Ride, run or swim on 
behalf of WWF! 

wwf.org.za/sportfornature

SHOP 
FOR CHANGE

Buy our  
eco-stylish gear! 

wwf.org.za/shop

CHOOSE 
WWF

Make us your Smart 
Shopper or MyPlanet 

beneficiary!

wwf.org.za/donate

CHANGE 
THE WORLD 
 FOR R10!  

Other ways to make a difference: 

http://www.wwf.org.za/sportfornature
http://www.wwf.org.za/shop
http://www.wwf.org.za/donate



